
Art 

Hokusai is a Japanese artist whose work mostly featured Mount Fuji. 

One of his most famous paintings is called ‘The Great Wave of Kana-

gawa’. 

A tint is when you add white paint to a colour. 

A shade is when you add black paint to a colour. 

One colour may have had many tints added to it to make it lighter. 

When adding paint to a picture, you must be careful that colours do 

not run. This means that they join together to make a colour you 

didn’t want. 

Paint can be layered to create texture on a painting. 

Paint can be layered to create depth on a painting. 

Artowrk can be created using ICT programmes. 

Different effects found within ICT packages can manipulate artwork, 

including the colours, size and position. 

Computing 

Effects can be added to a video to make it more   

appealing. 

Once information is shared on the internet it can be 

online for many years. 

Information shared on the internet can be seen by 

anyone. This can be someone you know or a 

stranger. 

Geography 

Locational knowledge: North America is a continent. The Atlantic Ocean, 

Pacific Ocean and Arctic Ocean surround North America. 

 South America is a continent. The Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean 

surround South America. 

Place knowledge: New York is a state in North America. 

Grand Bahamas is one of the islands in the Bahamas on the continent of 

North America. 

Human and physical geography : Key physical features of New York: 

Niagara Falls, Hudson river, Mount Marcy.  

Key human features: Central Park, Statue of Liberty, Empire State     

Building.  

Key physical features of the Grand Bahamas: Taino Beach  

Key human features of the Grand Bahamas: Casa Bahamas, Freeport 
Harbour 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork: 

The Titanic set sail from Southampton, England and should have arrived in 

New York, America. 

Christopher Columbus set sail on his first voyage from Spain, hoping to 

find Asia. Instead, he found an island in the Bahamas called San Salvador. 

Design Technology 
Design: Measurements are used when planning   

products.  

A plan must be to scale. 

A scale drawing is the size of a real object that has 

been made smaller. 

Make: We need to select tools, materials and joining 

materials to match the brief. 

Evaluate: Justifying is when I say why I made that 

decision. 

Cooking and Nutrition: Dicing is cutting food up into 

small chunks like a dice.  

Grating is when food is rubbed down a grater to cut it 

into thin pieces. 

 

 

Music 

Glockenspiels and boomwhackers are tuned 

instruments. 

A tuned instrument is an instrument that can 

play different notes. 

A tuned instrument can change pitch. 

Performers record their music so that it can be 

improved. 

Improvisation is when you create music without 

planning it. 

Science 

Plants: Plants can grow from either a seed or a bulb. 

A bulb has to be planted with the point facing up.  

Everyday Materials: Some solid objects can change their 

shapes. 

The properties of materials make them suitable for different 

jobs. 

Living things and their habitats: A habitat is the place where 

an animal or plant lives, it is their home. 

A habitat is suited to the animal or plant. 

The basic needs of an animal so that it can stay alive are 

food, water, air and shelter. 

A habitat provides for the needs and plants and animals. 

PE—indoor: Gymnastic floorwork (twists, turns and spins), 

Dance  

Turning is when the body goes in the same direction. 

Spinning is when the body turns around a point. 

Twisting is when one part of the body stays still while another turns. 

A choreographer is someone who creates a dance. 

The movements in a dance need to match the music. 

Sections need to flow. 

 
PE—Outdoor: Cricket, tennis  

Cricket is a team game made up of two teams. 

The ball is bowled using an overarm throw.  

The bat is held with two hands. 

The aim is to score the most runs. 

A rally in tennis is when the players hit the ball backwards and  
forwards to each other. 

When serving in tennis the ball is thrown up in the air and then hit 
across to the other player. 

RE 
Islam: The Qur'an is the holy book of Islam. It is considered 

by Muslims to be ‘the word of Allah’. 

The Qur’an is treated with immense respect by Muslims. 

Muslims believe God is the creator of all things and that 

God is all-powerful and all-knowing. 

Muslims follow Muhammad as they believe he was the 

chosen messenger of the word of God. 

Children can identify what makes a place special or holy. 

Eid-ul-Fitr is the celebration at the end of Ramadan. It is the 

festival of ‘breaking the fast.’ 

During the month of Ramadan, Muslims won’t eat or drink 

between dawn and sunset. This is called Fasting. 

Fasting is important as it allowed Muslims to devote     

themselves to their faith and become closer the Allah. 

RSHE 
Belonging to a community:  

Everybody is different but equal. 

Everybody should be treated the way you want to be 
treated. 

Media Literacy and Digital Resilience:  

The internet is helpful but can give you false infor-
mation. 

Anything that worries you online should be reported 
to a grown up. 

Money and work:  

Money is paid to people when they have completed a 
job. 

 
 

Mathematics 

Number and place value: This symbol > means greater or more than. This symbol < means fewer or less than. 

Addition and subtraction: Bridging ten is when two numbers added together make more than ten. Regrouping ten is when a 

number that is subtracted from another number crosses ten. You can add two numbers in any order and still get the same an-

swer. You cannot subtract two numbers in any order and get the same answer. Inverse means the opposite. Addition and sub-

traction are the opposite of each other. 

Multiplication and division: All multiples of ten have a 0 in the one’s column. Multiples of 5 have either a 5 or a 0 in the one’s 

column. 

Fractions: Children can read and write the fractions 1/3, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4. A third is one of 3 equal parts. When I find 2/4, I need to 

look at 2 of the 4 equal parts. When I find 3/4, I need to look at 3 of the 4 equal parts.  

Measurement: m—metres—length/height. g—grams—weight. Kg—kilograms—weight. °C—degrees Celsius.                           

Ml—millilitres—capacity. L—litres—capacity. There are 60 minutes in an hour. There are 24 hours in a day.                              

Quarter past—the minute hand points to the number 3. Quarter to—the minute hand points to the number 9. 

Geometry—Properties of shapes. Circle—1 side. Triangle—3 sides. Square—4 sides. Pentagon—5 sides. Hexagon—6 sides.  

Octagon—8 sides. 

Statistics: A pictogram is data shown in pictures. The total is how many altogether. 

English 

Wishing tale toolbox: Character wants something badly, there is a problem stopping them, character overcomes the problem 

and gets what they want. 

Non-chronological report: Title, sub-headings, facts, paragraphs, picture/photographs, caption. 

Shape poem toolbox: Each sentence on a new line, shape of object being described, shape and content of writing link. 

Conquering the monster toolbox: main character meets a monster, monster causes a problem, monster is defeated. 

Diary entry toolbox: Past tense, first person, date/time, chronological order of events, time connectives, from. 

Alliteration poem toolbox: Each sentence starts on a new line, words that begin with the same letter. 

A paragraph is a chunk of text. Sentences within a paragraph are all about the same thing. Summarising means selecting the 

most important parts of the text in a short statement. A reader adds expression when     reading a text by changing their tone 

of voice. A homophone means a word which sounds the same but has a different spelling and a different meaning. Capital 

letters and digits need to be the correct size when compared to one another and lower-case letters. Authors find it useful to 

plan their writing before they start to write. Suffixes –ment, -ness, -ful, -less, -ly can be added to some root words to change their 

meaning. ‘because, ‘when’, ‘if’ and ‘that’ are all conjunctions which can be used to link two sentences or phrases. The past tense 

means something that has already happened. The present tense means something happening now. A comma can be used to sepa-

rate words in a list when writing. 

Sticky Knowledge! 

The learning that should 
stick in your child’s 

memory! 

History 

The Titanic set off on its maiden voyage on the 10th April 1912 from 

Southampton to New York. 

The Titanic was nicknamed the ‘unsinkable ship’ but it hit an iceberg 

and sunk on the 15th April 1912. 

When it was built, there was not enough lifeboats onboard. Due to 

the shortage of lifeboats, more than 1500 people died. 

As a result of the sinking, ships are now required to have lifeboats 

and life rafts for the number of passengers and crew onboard. 

Christopher Columbus gave opportunities for widespread           

exploration. 

Christopher Columbus went on four voyages trying to sail to the East 

Indies across the Atlantic Ocean from Spain. His first voyage was in 

1492 and his final voyage in 1502. 

During his voyages, he discovered the Americas, where Native  

Americans lived. 

Columbus was a great explorer who travelled by ship to discover 

different parts of the world. Neil Armstrong is an astronaut who 

travelled into space to discover what lied beyond Earth. 



Welcome back!  

We hope you had a lovely break and are ready for your second term! We are very excited about our new  
learning. 

 

Topic: Coast to Coast 

 

Key texts: Kaspar Prince of Cats - Michael Morpurgo   

The Lighthouse Keepers Lunch - David and Ronda Armitage 

You can find us on the Twitter app or website. @glasshoughtonIA 

You can also contact us on Class Dojo and upload any homework tasks using portfolio.                                                                               

We will also be posting important information on ClassDojo. 

Subject Specific Vocabulary 

Subject Word and definition 

Art texture                                                                                                 layering 

tint (when white is added to any colour).                                               tone (when black is added to a colour). 

Computing  Teleprompter tool (also known as an autocue, is a display device that prompts the person speaking with an electronic visual text of a speech or 

script). 

Greenscreen (a green background in front of which moving subjects are filmed and which allows a separately filmed background to be added to the 

final image). 

Layer (the organization of programming into separate functional components that interact in some sequential and hierarchical way). 

JPEG (JPEG stands for “Joint Photographic Experts Group”. It's a standard image format). 

 

Design Technology dice                                                                                                         grate 

pulley system                                                                                          justify 

stable 

Geography pier (walkway over the sea)                                                                     lighthouse (a building with a bright light used to warn boats of land or 

rocks). 

sand dune (a hill of sand).                                                                       cliff (a steep rock face). 

coastal path (a trail along the seashore)                                                 beach 

port (a town or city with a harbour)                                                        North America 

South America                                                                                        Pacific Ocean 

Arctic Ocean                                                                                           harbour (a place where boats are kept). 

state                                                                                                       voyage 

coastal area 

History voyage (a journey on a boat or ship).                                                       compartments (rooms on a ship where water cannot enter). 

watertight (water cannot get in).                                                            class (different people judged on their wealth, jobs, titles etc). 

maiden voyage (first journey).                                                                 iceberg 

lifeboat                                                                                                   passenger 

crew                                                                                                        Captain Edward John Smith 

unsinkable                                                                                                lookout 

navigator (directs a ship).                                                                        native (a person born in a place). 

colonise (take over a place).                                                                     explorer 

discover                                                                                                   route 

trade 

Music tuned instrument                                                                                     improvise (create music on the spot) 

glockenspiels                                                                                            boomwhackers 

PE—indoor twist                                                                                                        turn 

spin                                                                                                          choregrapher 

section                                                                                                      rhymthm 

PE—outdoor bowl  

rally (hitting the ball back and forth between two people to find a winner). 

RSHE community                                                                                                rights 

responsibility                                                                                            equal 

money                                                                                                       needs 

wants 

RE Ramadan (important Muslim festival).                                                       Eid-Ul-Fitr (important Muslim festival). 

Qur’an (the Muslim holy book).                                                                 Prophet (an inspired teacher). 

Science data                                                                                                          secondary source 

waterproof                                                                                               habitat 

solid 

Please also see http://www.glasshoughtoninfant.com/curriculum/curriculum-introduction/ 

for further vocabulary expectations for the term.  

Key dates:  

2.1.23 - Bank holiday, school closed     6.2.23 - Parent Handwriting session 

3.1.23 - School re-opens       6.2.23 - Safer Internet Day 

9.1.23 - Parent Handwriting session     7.2.23 - Parent Consultations 

16.1.23 - Parent Handwriting session     8.2.23 - Parent Consultations 

23.1.23 - Parent Handwriting session     10.2.23 - Half term. 20.2.23 - School re-opens. 

26.1.23 - Stay and Play       2.3.23 - World Book Day     

30.1.23 - Parent Handwriting session     3.3.23 - Jessica Ennis-Hill Class Assembly 

2.2.23 - Martin Luther King Class Assembly    14.3.23 - Class photographs 

3.2.23 - NSPCC Number Day      31.3.23 - Half term 

 


